Risk management in the practice of behavior therapy: boundaries and behavior.
Behavior therapy represents a treatment modality widely utilized by clinicians but to date insufficiently examined from the risk-management standpoint. Given that the determination of negligence is dependent on the role of the therapist as proximate cause of the adverse outcome and on the availability of an accepted standard of care from which deviations can be specified, a number of general characteristics of behavior therapy may render its practitioners potentially vulnerable to litigation. These may include its directiveness, its replicability, and its methodologic rigor. Similarly, certain specific behavioral techniques may carry some medicolegal risks, including the use of aversion methods, utilization of family members or other lay cotherapists, response cost, and exposure therapies. In addition, therapeutic boundaries in behavioral treatment may be different from those in psychoanalytic therapy, allowing for therapist practices that might otherwise be considered unusual or in themselves negligent, but the therapist may have a heavier burden of justification in such cases. The authors suggest that recognition of the possibility of adverse results, ongoing and competent informed consent, adequate documentation, willingness to consult, and careful monitoring of treatment outcome may help mitigate the medicolegal risks of these procedures.